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Cooler Master SGS-6010KHM-1-GP HS-M Weapon
of Choice M4 Mouse Pad

$21.99

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
The Cooler Master HS-M Weapon Of Choice M4 is hybrid gaming surface particularly suited for bumpy or uneven tables and desktops. The hard
upper surface layer is optimized to perform 40% better with laser sensors and oﬀers improved glide for absolute speed and precision tracking.
The HS-M Battle Pad is layered with polypropylene and a special alloy coating ﬁnish, while the aggressive non-slip 100% natural rubber base
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makes thorough contact with most desktop materials, ensuring that your gaming surface stays ﬁrmly in place during intense battles. To top
things oﬀ, the iconic graphics send a decisive message to your fellow gamers that you mean business and won't give up in diﬃcult situations.
Features:
Large iconic graphic to let your enemies know you mean business!
Made of a special responsive PP/alloy-layered compound, uniquely textured to oﬀer maximum tracking and speedy glide
Better optimized tracking for all laser sensors
Great for high sensitivity gamers
Easy to clean
Speciﬁcations:

Model

SGS-6010-KHM-1-GP

Surface Type

SSK SurfaceTM

Dimension

350 x 260 x 4 mm
13.8 x 10.2 x 0.16 inch

Base

100% Natural Rubber

Description

Product Details:
The Cooler Master HS-M Weapon Of Choice M4 is hybrid gaming surface particularly suited for bumpy or uneven tables and desktops. The hard
upper surface layer is optimized to perform 40% better with laser sensors and oﬀers improved glide for absolute speed and precision tracking.
The HS-M Battle Pad is layered with polypropylene and a special alloy coating ﬁnish, while the aggressive non-slip 100% natural rubber base
makes thorough contact with most desktop materials, ensuring that your gaming surface stays ﬁrmly in place during intense battles. To top
things oﬀ, the iconic graphics send a decisive message to your fellow gamers that you mean business and won't give up in diﬃcult situations.
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Large iconic graphic to let your enemies know you mean business!
Made of a special responsive PP/alloy-layered compound, uniquely textured to oﬀer maximum tracking and speedy glide
Better optimized tracking for all laser sensors
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Speciﬁcations:
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Additional Information
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Brand

Cooler Master

SKU

SGS-6010-KHM-1-GP

Weight

1.5000

Color

Black

Mouse Accessory Type

Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN

884102006241
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